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talking	about	ourselves	with	I, me and my	but	of	course	being	able	to	confidently	ad-
dress	and	speak	about	other	people	and	things.
	 Archer	et.	al.	（2012:	113）	raise	this	 issue	of	pronouns,	addressing	 interlocutors	 in	
other	languages	and	the	challenge	it	presents	to	language	learners.
“Judging how to address a new acquaintance is a fine balancing act and the 
source of considerable anxiety to learners, since an inappropriate choice can se-




















































Sammy no papa	（Sammy’s	father）	but	not	the	more	polite	version	of	that,	Sammy no 
otousan	as	one	cannot	apply	the	honorific	-san	to	themselves	or	their	family.






no. She	expects	that	Kotarou’s	 father	would	reply	ore no,	and	that	 is	consistent	with	
the	explanation	of	ore	given	earlier.	My	wife,	understanding	the	failure	of	watashi no	in	













subject	of	a	sentence	（Kanaya,	2002）.		Pronouns	are	used	 less	 frequently	 in	Japanese	





indicate	who	the	 interactants	are.	An	example	of	 this	 is	kureru which	means	 for	 the	
speaker	（or	someone	very	close	to	them）	to	receive	a	thing	or	action	（give	it	to	me/do	
it	for	me）.	Ooi, sono kagi wo nagete kure,	“Hey,	throw	those	keys	to	me.”	Ageru	means	
give	or	do	for	someone	other	than	the	speaker.	Tokikata o oshieteageru yo,	“I	will	show	
you	how	to	solve	it”	but	there	is	no	pronoun	in	either	of	the	above	Japanese	sentences.	




“Wierzbicka’s （2003: 106） comments highlight the difficulty of using a lan-
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